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What Is a Word?

Lemma: the canonical definition of a set of word forms

● Run, runs, ran, running all have the same lemma “run”

Token: an individual word

● The sentence “I was running while he ran” has 6 tokens and 5 lemmas 



Most Common Words (written)

According to the Oxford English Corpus, the most common words in English are:

1) the

2) be

3) to

4) of

5) and

6) a

7) in

This uses lemmas. So, 
“be” includes am, is, are, 
was, etc.



Most Common Words (written)

According to the Oxford English Corpus, the most common words in English are:

1) the

2) be

3) to

4) of

5) and

6) a

7) in

8) that

9) have

10) I

Is this the case for 
every text?

This uses lemmas. So, 
“be” includes am, is, are, 
was, etc.



My approach



Stop Words

Stop words are common words that don’t add substantial meaning to a sentence.

The first list of stop words was made in 1959 and consisted of just “a, an, and, as, at, by, 
for, from, if, in, of, on, or, the, to, with” .

Removing these words from your analysis gives a more accurate representation of the 
meaning of a text.

However, for frequency analysis, we will not be removing any stop words.



My Program (counts tokens)

Counts frequency of tokens 
and adds it to a dictionary 



Orders words by frequency 
and graphs the 10 most 
used words



the : 2,380
and : 1,526
a : 1,392
i : 1,176
to : 1,125
of : 1,109
in : 801
he : 795
was : 764
that : 581

48,346 tokens with 6,408 unique words 



What is Zipf’s Law?



George Kingsley Zipf (1902-50)

American linguist and philologist

Studied statistical occurrences in languages

Studied and lectured at Harvard University



Zipf’s Law

States that the relative frequency of a word is inversely proportional to its rank

So, the 2nd most used word is used ½ as much as the 1st

● The 3rd most used word is used ⅓ as much as the 1st

● The 4th most used word is used ¼ as much as the 1st

● cont… 
with 𝛼 ≈ 1



Plotting the top 1,000 words from a million-word collection of English writings:

“the” appears 70,000 times

“of” appears 36,000 times 



Now for the log-log graph:

Forms a straight line with a 
slope roughly equal to -1



the : 2,380
and : 1,526
a : 1,392
i : 1,176
to : 1,125
of : 1,109
in : 801
he : 795
was : 764
that : 581

48,346 tokens with 6,408 unique words 



the : 14,005
of : 6,435
and : 6,222
a : 4,512
to : 4,485
in : 4,033
that : 2,864
his : 2,479
it : 2,287
i : 1,835

208,459 tokens with 21,024 unique words



the : 11
that : 10
we : 9
here : 9
to : 8
a : 7
and : 6
nation : 5
of : 5
have : 5

262 tokens with 139 unique words



Pareto Principle (again)

As we remember from last week, the Pareto Principle states that 80% of the effects 
come from 20% of the causes.

The Great Gatsby: 20% of the words are used 85% of the time

Moby-Dick: 20% of the words are used 87% of the time

The Gettysburg Address: 20% of the words are used 49% of the time



Other Applications (kind of)



AI Generated Text

Told ChatGPT to write some stories

Definitely does not produce a 
Zipfian distribution

449 tokens
230 unique words
20% of the words are used 58% of 
the time



526 tokens
298 unique words
20% of the words are used 54% of the 
time

523 tokens
263 unique words
20% of the words are used 57% of the 
time



City Population 





Other Fun Ones



Other Fun Ones



Youtube Views
Views

(billions)



Different Languages

Zipf’s Law appears in other languages 
besides English



Alien Language

Lawrence Doyle (UC Davis) has been studying species that are dependent on acoustic 
communication (dolphins, whale, monkeys).

As it turns out, bottlenose dolphin whistles also obey Zipf’s law.

Although we don’t know what they’re saying, we know they have a communication 
style that has similar complexities to human language.

Now, Doyle is analyzing microwave telescope data and keeping an eye out for signals 
that seem to obey Zipf’s law.



Random Language

The Zipf Mystery 8:07-11:09

https://youtu.be/fCn8zs912OE?si=CAJ5BAND7C8dmn8T&t=487
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